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Early Steel Bit Braces of Western Massachusetts Goodnow (cutlery), Abel
Deep in the Berkshire
A. W. Streeter and H. S. Shepardson
hills of western MassachuStreeter (braces), Sargent
By Ed Rentsch
setts, along a bend of the
and Foster (apple parers),
Deerfield River, sits the
Josiah Pratt (axes) and
town of Shelburne Falls.
C.C. Tolman (double cut
Dating from 1775, it is
bits). Aside from the very
known today for it’s
successful and larger
Bridge of Flowers and
Lamson and Goodnow
Glacial Potholes but it was
business, little is known
once home to some signifabout the relatively small
icant manufacturers drawtool makers. For example,
ing power from the river.
no information was found
The 40 foot descent of the
on the early Streeter busiSalmon Falls provided an
ness other than his paideal energy source that
tents, yet there are a numled to the construction of
ber of his products still
several factories clustered
surviving.
along the banks of the
Streeter was born in
Deerfield
(Figure
1). Figure 1 - Factories along the Deerfield River, Shelburne Whitingham Vermont in
Among these factories was Falls Massachusetts around 1875
1829. An 1858 map and
the H. S. Shepardson
business directory of
Company which produced a variety of tools and hardShelburne Falls by H. F. Wallings does not list Streeter
ware. Steel brace manufacturing was still in its infancy
or anyone else making bit braces, however there are
in the mid 19th century, starting toward replacing
Streeters shown living in the town and some machine
wooden and blacksmith made braces as the standard for
shops are listed without specific owners or products.
boring tools. This article will discuss the steel bit brace
Abel Streeter patented four bit stock designs starting in
industry in Shelburne Falls and how this fledgling
1855. Based on the patent dates, it appears that Streeter
played an early role in the emergence of a major tool
was making bit braces in Shelburne Falls prior to 1866
industry. A particular focus is on the bit stock designs
when he partnered with H. S. Shepardson and Schuyler
patented by Abel .W. Streeter and Henry S. Shepardson
McKnight to form H. S. Shepardson & Company. They
between 1855 and 1870.
produced “Shepardson’s patent Mortise and Rim Night
Shelburne Falls was home to a number of tool and
Latches”, “Shepardson’s patent Bit Brace”, “Streeter’s
cutlery makers in the 1850’s. These included Lamson &
patent Grip, Stationary Catch, and Ball and Screw Bit
Braces”, double cut bits and gimlets, screwdrivers and
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Editors Note You will soon be getting your CRAFTS renewal notice.
Please consider paying it right away as this will help with
our planning for the upcoming year. I know if I don’t pay
right away I forget, so what I do is pay for two years to cover myself then I know I am good. I have worked hard to
make sure the Tool Shed is the best bargain around for the
dues money. I have gotten many nice compliments on its
quality and I thank the members who have done so. It is a
lot of work and it is good to hear you enjoy the articles. If
you would like to see an article on a topic drop me a line
and I will work to get one going. Enjoy your summer and
good tool hunting, Bob
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President’s Corner
It is hard to believe that it is June already! But it surely is.
This is a busy time of year for each of us, as we put the finishing touches on our gardens while keeping up with Spring
routines like lawn mowing. Sometimes I feel a bit overwhelmed but then I remember how fortunate it is just to be
able to do these things. It is easy to take daily routines for
granted but we will surely miss them when they are gone.
I’m hoping that each of you are in good health and enjoying
a fine Spring!
CRAFTS once again enjoyed a very successful and vital
“routine” event, our Spring auction held on April 27th. It
was the 39th CRAFTS auction held each year without interruption each Spring since 1980. It was the smoothest auction
ever. Set up was Friday. We had a full team of members
who organized 550 lots on the tables in record time. Steve
Zlucky , Cliff Nagle, and Scott Fulmer had collected , catalogued, and advertised the tools beginning in November
2018.
Auction day was bright and clear! The parking lot around
the Oldwick Fire House was full by 6:00 A.M. There was
great tailgating with many fine tools bought and sold. The
auction began at 9:30 A.M. with a packed house! Paul and
Chris Wilmott did a superb job selling the lots as they were
brought to the block. John Czekaj and Scott Fulmer clerked
and kept the books accurate. Pat Ryan coached the large
team of runners keeping them organized and focused.
Thanks to all the runners!
The registration team worked together very efficiently. Registration and settlements were completed quickly to the benefit of our customers. Thanks to James Travis, Annette Vliet,
Dave Nowicki, and Edward Rentsch. Special thanks to
James for improvements made to the auction software and to
Ed for his diligence in getting all the consignor checks in the
mail early the following week.
The CRAFTS auction is always an interesting and fun event.
Thanks to all of the members who devote their time and energy to make it so! You are a great team!
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that the Shepardson factory along the river bank had previously been where Streeter made braces. The partnership
did not last long as Streeter died just two years later in
1868. H. S. Shepardson & Company was apparently rea-

Fig. 4 - Streeter’s 1855 patent brace and a center bit.

Fig. 2 - Clip from Mayhew advertisement showing S for
Shepardson on factory building Lamson & Goodnow Cutlery H S Shepardson & Co.

sonably successful continuing to make various tool and
hardware products while also marketing Streeter’s 1867
patent brace design under the Shepardson name. Shepardson later invented a brace in 1870 which became the last
known to be made by the company. When Shepardson
died in 1876, H. H.
Mayhew purchased the
business. The Shepardson trade mark of an S
inside a diamond appears on a Mayhew
advertisement
along
with the Mayhew logo
as recently as 1912
(Figure 2) . By that
time, only screwdrivers, bits, chisels and
punches are products
featured by Mayhew
and the Shepardson
name has been retired.
Streeter’s 1855 Patent Fig. 3 Streeter’s first patent, brace
The figure for with cam locking chuck and stationStreeter’s first patent, ary catch.
issued January 23,
1855. is shown in Figure 3 . The design features a chuck
with an external collar which rotates 90 degrees to actuate the progressive movement of a cam out of an internal
slot and into the tapered square socket for the tang of the
bit. The design was intended for center bits having a
notch on the tang which provided a latchable feature.
The cam applies pressure to side of the tang to hold it
against a stationary “catch” feature protruding from the
wall of the socket that is formed to correspond to the
shape of the notch in the bit. As the outer collar is
turned, the cam rotates into position to force the notch of

the bit onto the matching feature in the socket, effectively
locking them together. The crank stock is a heavy steel
piece with a bulge formed to provide a grip. The front
and rear arms of the crank are stamped “A W Streeter
Shelburne Falls Mass” in two lines and “Pat’d Jan 23
1855” respectively. The example pictured in Figure 4
has about a 10 inch sweep and an elegant rosewood head
with a turned brass neck. The collar has two dimpled
rings. Note that the patent drawing has a steel head with
a slotted plug at the center, this was found on a second
example that is on the left side of Figure 4A. The chuck
collar of the brace shown in Figure 4, and the right side
of 4A, has a hole through it and there is a corresponding
one that extends into the socket. The holes must be
aligned when inserting the bit so that the cam is fully retracted. On the example, the socket is tapered and the
stationary protrusion to catch the notch in the bit appears
to have been omitted perhaps to better accommodate bits
without notches. This differs from the patent figure in
that the socket on the figure appears not to be tapered. If
produced in that manner, one consequence of the cam
action would be to impose a slight tilt of the bit relative
to the center line of the brace rotation, inducing a wobble
in the sweep. The tilt can be seen in the patent drawing.

Fig. 4A - Two chucks found on the 1855 Patent brace, left
with text on ring, right with thru-hole.
(Cont. on pg. 4)
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Perhaps this and the need for the notch in the bit inserted
were recognized as limitations and the design modified at
some point in the life of production. Without the engagement of the notch, the cam pressure is insufficient to lock
the bit, it can only rather weakly retain smaller gimlets or
center bits.
The example shown on the left in Figure 4A is
stamped around the outer collar with “A.W. Streeter/
Patent Jan. 23 1855” in between two knurled rings and
with “Shelburne Falls MA” following the second knurled
section from the end. This one does not have the through
holes in the collar and socket wall, nor is there a stationary catch. This example also provides a poor grip on the
tang of the bit, but may be the earlier of the two. Dr.
Ronald Pearson in his book “The American Patented
Brace” assigns this design a rarity rating of A for fewer
than 5 examples seen, which at the time was exceeded
only by patents having no examples seen.
Streeter’s 1857 Patent
Streeter’s second
invention was a folding stock which had
hinges in the arms of
the crank and sleeves
to slide over each
hinge to hold them
open when in use.
The design did not
specify a means to
grasp the bit, but
added a claim for the
attachment of the Fig.5 - 1857 folding brace patent.
head onto the stock
by means of a tube and retaining pin. It is not known
whether the folding product was actually manufactured,
no example is available for this article.
Streeter’s 1863 Patent
In 1863, Streeter patented a design which introduced
a wooden head on a metal socket which is designed to
reduce friction and wear on the end of the bitstock, eliminating loosening of the head over time. It also shows a
thumbscrew as the bit retention mechanism, but this was
not claimed to be part of the invention. The thumbscrew
now seems an obvious improvement but the first patent
which uses one was apparently by Bartholomew in the
1840’s and Spofford in 1859. Use of the thumbscrew
was also likely a simpler design to manufacture than the
1855 cam lock since it did not have any moving internal
parts or a rotating collar. The design also featured a grip
separate from the crank which could spin on the stock.
The example shown in Figure 7 is an exact realization of
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the patent drawing with a
wooden head and grip.
Figure 8 shows the socket
of the design having an
opening machined into the
socket and the protrusion in
the side wall opposite the
thumbscrew presumably to
catch a notch in the bit,
with the thumbscrew replacing the cam that was
used in the 1855 patent.
The socket appears not to
have an internal taper.
Note that the stock in FigFig.6-1863 Patent for brace
ure 7 is considerably less with low friction head.
robust than the earlier 1855

Fig.7- Streeter’s 1863 patent brace and a Shepardson screwdriver. Courtesy of the Museum of Our Industrial Heritage.

type in Figure 4 or as we will see the later 1867 design in
Figures 11 and 12. This stock actually resembles the
Shepardson product in Figure 14. This example is
marked with the 1855 patent, apparently referencing the
stationary catch,
but not the 1863
patent despite its
similarity to the
drawing.
It is
interesting
to
note that there
are at least two
variants of the
manufactured
products. In ad- Fig.8 - Cutout in socket of brace marked
dition to that in 1855 and 1857 showing the locking feaFigure 7, an all ture in the socket corresponding to the bit
notch. Courtesy of Hank Allen.
metal version is

patent is not referenced in the marking. Abel Streeter
passed away in 1868 at the age of only 38. The examples in Figures 11 and 12 are marked “H S Shepardson
& Co. Shelburne Falls Mass and Pat’d Jan 8th 1867 on
the arms, but at least the stock of the type shown in Figure 12 can also be found stamped A W Streeter with ei-

Fig. 9 Heavy version of 1863 patent. Courtesy of eBay.

shown in Figure 9 with the heavy stock. The arms of
the crank are stamped “A.W. Streeter Shelburne Falls
Mass” in two lines and “Pat’d Jan 23 1855 and March
31 1857” in two lines. Even though the thumbscrew is
present, the 1863 patent is not cited in the marking. Instead the 1857 patent is included for its claim of the tube
and pin mounting of the head. I believe that this is the
reason Dr. Pearson rates the 1857 as more common than
the 1855, but in reality this is the 1863 patent with the
thumbscrew and misleading marking which is relatively
commonly found. The 1857 remains extremely rare or
never seen.
Streeter’s 1867 Patent
This invention incorporates two jaws forming a tapered square opening within a rotating collar that alternately opens or closes the space between them by means
of internal cams and a spring at the shank of each jaw.
The collar turns about 90 degrees. Figure 11 shows an
example of the device which is exactly as depicted in the
patent drawing. It has an elegant turned brass neck and
rosewood head at the end of the stock. There is an oil
fill hole in the brass neck and the head turns smoothly.
The collar or ferrule
at the chuck is dimpled. The sweep is
about 10 inches and
the stock is again a
heavy construction
with a bulge at the
grip point on the
Fig.10 - 1867
crank.
Figure 12 patent with 2
shows a variation of jaw chuck.
the implementation
combining the 1857
patent for the attachment of the steel
head via tube and
pin and the two jaw
chuck.
The 1857

Fig. 11- 1867 patent with rosewood head.

ther Shelburne
Falls or Shelburne.
This
final design appears to have
been more successful
than
Fig.12 - 1867 patent with steel head.
those
prior
based on Dr. Pearson’s assessment that more examples
have survived than any of Streeter’s preceding patents.
Shepardson’s 1870 patent
Henry S. Shepardson also contributed an invention
to the line of bit stocks made in Shelburne Falls. His
also used two jaws however they were curved and actuated via a rack of teeth along the back of each jaw and a
thread inside the collar that caused them to move when
turned. Figure 13 shows the patent figure. The socket
is quite large and a tapered square opening with the jaws
closing down from two opposing corners. The jaws
have the interesting movement of emerging from under
the back of the collar as the collar is turned to close
down the socket.
Figure 14 shows an example of this design, identical
to the patent drawing. The grip is rosewood with brass
ferrules at each end, the head is steel with a pin through
a tube as per the 1857 Streeter patent. There is no oil
hole. The crank is of a significantly lighter construction
than the Streeter braces generally are, and the head is
similarly smaller in diameter and heft. The arms are
stamped “ H. S. Shepardson & Co Shelburne Falls
Mass” in two lines and “Pat’d Mar 1 1870” respectively.
It is interesting to note the similarity between the cranks
in Figures 14 and 7. Another point of interest is that the
Continued on pg. 6
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identical rosewood
head and brass
neck appear on
examples of both
Streeter’s
1855
and 1867 patents.
These similarities
suggest that several levels of quality
may have been
offered, such as:
Premium: Rosewood and brass
head, heavy steel
stock.
Better:
Larger
steel head, heavy
steel stock.
Good:
Lighter
steel stock, steel or
hardwood
head,
rosewood or hardFig.13 - Shepardson’s 1870 design.
wood grip.
With the lack of a surviving catalog, advertisement
or other document, it is not clear whether these suggested grades did exist or whether more than one of these
designs might have been in production at any one time.
Similarly, there is no evidence that Shepardson’s design
was offered with any variation in construction. These
questions may be answered by continuing to build an
inventory of the surviving bit stocks and the details of
their construction as more examples come to light.
With both Streeter and Shepardson having passed
away, H. H. Mayhew does not appear to have continued
the production of these bit braces for very long if at all.
They did continue making chisels and punches and
eventually marketed ratcheting braces under their own
name, but these appear to have been made by another
company. The wooden factory buildings at the base of
the Salmon Falls were consumed by fire in 1948, today
only a single structure belonging to Mayhew remains at
that location. H. H. Mayhew & Co., still well known

Fig. 14 - Shepardson’s two jaw design, 1870.
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for chisels and punches, remains in business today as
Mayhew Steel Products Inc. https://mayhew.com/ located in Turner’s Falls Massachusetts.
The legacy of the Streeter and Shepardson businesses in Shelburne Falls is an important piece of the
history of bit brace manufacture in America. These
companies were predecessors to others in the same region that go on to achieve great and lasting success. It is
likely that the growth of the steel brace industry was
aided by means of men having worked in the Streeter or
Shepardson factories going on to other businesses.
Franklin county spawned a number of inventors whose
bit braces gained prominence shortly after the passing
of Streeter and Shepardson. These men were likely
known to each other and possibly inspired by what
Streeter and Shepardson had produced, and the tangible
deficiencies in those designs. The early market for the
steel brace presented opportunity to those who could
perfect it.
One reason Mayhew stepped back from continuing
Shepardson’s brace business may have been the competition arising a few miles away in Greenfield, also in
Franklin county. Charles Amidon, who got his first
brace patent in 1865, and Levi Gunn left Greenfield
Tool to form Gunn, Amidon & Co. In 1872, they
merged with Backus Vise to become Millers Falls Co.
Gunn and Amidon found early success manufacturing
the brace William Barber of Greenfield had patented in
1864. This was followed by other designs including the
Improved Barber brace, and many others made by Millers Falls who grew to become arguably the industry
leader in braces. The Bit Stock company, also of Greenfield and possibly run by Gunn and Amidon was producing the Rose patent brace. Mayhew probably saw
that they lacked the creative designer who could keep
up as these products got better and better.
A definite link
between Shepardson
and one of the future
giants of the tool industry was Francis
Pratt. Francis was
plant superintendent
of Shepardson’s and
later Mayhew’s factories and served as
Mayhew’s treasurer.
His son William Pratt
was Mayhew’s secretary. William Pratt Fig.15 - 1864 Rose Patent Brace
later acquired a con- manufactured by the Bit Stock
trolling interest in Company, Greenfield Mass

Goodell brothers in nearby Greenfield, leading to the
establishment of the Goodell-Pratt company in 1899.
Both Francis and William were principals of GoodellPratt which became a leader in boring tools as well as
many other types.
Also having a major presence in and around Shelburne Falls, overlapping the end of the Shepardson era,
was another significant tool inventor, Albert Goodell.
He obtained his first brace patent in 1868 (79,825) at the
age of 21 and, with his eighteen year old brother Henry
were making braces in Buckland, the town on the other
Fig. 16 - 1867 Amidon Patent
Bit Stock 64,931

H. Mayhew was witness to another of Peck’s brace inventions (219872).
PEXTO became a leader in brace manufacturing,
including braces for marketing under the names of other
companies. H. H. Mayhew was one of the companies
that PEXTO manufactured braces for, including a ratcheting design carrying the Mayhew mark that was also
available under the marks of E. C. Atkins of Indianapolis IN and Lancaster Machine and Knife Works of Lancaster NY. It is tempting to draw a family connection
between Seth Peck of PEXTO and Obed Peck, however
it is unclear that they were related.
These linkages point to how an emerging bracemaking industry could have been influenced by the
products and businesses of Abel Streeter and Henry
Shepardson in a small corner of Massachusetts.
Fig. 18 - Obed Peck, Rowe
Mass, patent 219,872 1879.

side of the Deerfield River from Shelburne Falls. The
rights to this patent were sold to the Millers Falls Company in 1871, and he and Henry became employed there
in conjunction with the sale. Eventually parting with
Millers Falls, Albert came back to Shelburne Falls in
1888 and rented space from Mayhew for his own shop,
the Goodell Tool Company. Mayhew provided distribution and sales services to Goodell Tool, including Albert’s 1892 patent bit brace.
Another connection is documented in the brace patents of 1877 (191815) by Daniel Powers of Shelburne
Falls and 1879 (212110) by Obed Peck of Rowe and
Daniel Powers. Powers’s signature was witnessed in
1877 by Francis Pratt and in 1879 by both Pratt and
Horace H. Mayhew, suggesting that Powers at some
point may have worked at the Shepardson or Mayhew
factories. It is not clear that his 1877 gear driven bit
stock was ever manufactured but the 1879 patent was
assigned to Peck and that brace was among the first produced by the firm of Peck, Stow, and Wilcox (later
known as PEXTO) of Southington CT. Also in 1879, H.

Fig.17 - Albert Goodell’s first
patent, No. 79825 1868.
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1865 Was A Very Busy Year For Henry Disston
By Bob Garay
The year of 1865 brought many changes to the saws
made by Henry Disston. It was during this year that he
started to use acid etching to mark his logo and model number on his saw plates. Before this they were struck and
stamped into the steel plate. This was often tricky as making sure the stamp was struck evenly and hard enough to

Photos above show a saw that is from 1865. A No. 7
saw that has a Henry Disston & Son etch but with a H.
Disston eagle medallion. Thus here is a case in 1865
when they were using up the older H. Disston medallions on the newer Henry Disston & Son saws.
leave a neat even mark was often not easy. Disston was
probably the first saw manufacturer to acid etch his saws.
Etching allowed a more elaborate marking and in some
cases very elaborate designs. Think of the “Victory Saw”
etch with the eagle carrying the Liberty Bell. Thus, starting
in 1865 Disston saws were etched to allow buyers and others to know who the maker of the fine saw was and model
number. Other information like steel quality - attributes,
(Cast Steel, Spring Steel, London Spring, Patent Ground),
were added as well as warranted and his “Keystone” logo.
Along with the etch
saw makers used medallions to mark their
saws with maker information. Henry Disston
in the mid 1840’s started to use cast brass medallions with an eagle
cast into the center and
his name above and
location below. This
design was used for
about twenty years until
1865.
It was also in 1865 that Henry Disston’s eldest son,
Hamilton, returned from serving in the Union Army during
the Civil War. He had worked in the factory before this
time learning saw making from the bottom up. Thus in
1865 he joined his father’s company in a leadership role
and the company name was changed to Henry Disston &
Son. Thus the etch on the saws and the medallions had to
be changed to represent this company name change. Thus
the etch and the medallion now read Henry Disston & Son.
But these changes took time and there is no definitive
timeline on exactly when the different etches and medallions were applied and offered to the buyer. This makes it
tricky for today’s collector who wants to date a Disston saw
they have found. As during 1865 there were many changes
THE TOOLSHED - JUNE 2019
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made and existing inventory of saw plates and older medallions had to be used up before new ones would be used.
Sometimes I find a saw that has a Henry Disston & Son
etch with a medallion that has a Henry Disston maker mark
without the “Son” included. Thus here they were using up
the older medallions with the newer saw plates when Hamilton joined the Company.
Now to make matters more interesting there was a
short time when they added the “Son” name to the medallion and kept the eagle logo. This was a very short time
frame as later in 1865 they redesigned the medallion leaving off the eagle and adding the Disston keystone logo.
(See below.)

Above left is eagle medallion with H. Disston & Son. Right
is new medallion Keystone medallion with H. Disston & Son.

Thus as you can see for the collector who wants to date
a saw to a specific time period it may not be easy. As Disston was making many changes in 1865, as his son Hamilton joined the business. And often old stock was mixed
with newer stock to use up inventory. Of course that is
what makes antique tool collecting so interesting and fun.
Thanks to Erik von Sneidern and his website - The Disstonian Institute at - http://www.disstonianinstitute.com/ for
information and some photos. Early saws made by Disston
and others, including this time frame and earlier can be purchased by emailing me at - Takeadip@optonline.net or at
my eBay store - www.ebay.com/str/takeadiptools.

American
Quality Planes
Some time back I became curious about contemporary makers of hollows and round planes. I found a few
on the internet and was taken aback a bit by the marketing approach of one maker who pronounced that American planes were inferior to English planes. I don’t know
his quality but obviously full sets of H&R planes are
very expensive. I was offended by the slight of American planes and hope to defend our posterity.

tered in Boston and Philadelphia. The Whites, Sheneman
and Colton's of Philadelphia as well as Gardener, Murdoch and Tileston of Boston to name a few that come to
mind. These makers produce high quality, intricate
planes and they are not rare. Today they sell for far less
than a modern maker would ask. I am reminded of my
first high school economics class when the teacher advised us “remember every time you spend a dollar you
get to vote”.

A group of mother planes by Leavitt Gardner of Boston.
These planes were used to make other molding planes.

Set of Benjamin Sheneman of Philadelphia, rosewood side
beads with boxwood wear strips. In mint condition. (A

reward for info on the missing two).
So first off the English trade had stricter rules for
training and more importantly pricing. If the guild set 10
pence as what you could sell a one inch ogee for, that
was what you had to charge. If everyone else’s were better than yours, you needed to improve, or find a new
trade or maybe move to America. American makers had
a more open market and access to superior wood but of
course logs were graded and you paid for quality. Some
makers clearly used superior wood, had it quarter sawn
and steamed. Quality makers that come to mind are cen-

Lastly what you see in the market place is what the
market will bear. Without price fixing goods are offered
of various quality and prices. A big factor in the US market was the impact of prison labor on the supply of
cheap planes. Truman McMaster began producing
planes in the Auburn prison in 1823 and later at Sing
Sing. Ohio Tool started around 1823 as well. They made
a variety of quality but with trivial labor costs. This was
a bitter blow to numerous trades. In 1834 the Mechanics
State Convention held in Utica NY struck back electing
delegates to fight for the restriction of prison made
goods. Austin Baldwin was the NY delegate for planemakers. I think we can all remember what happened to
power tools when Japan began producing low priced
tools. Your favorite tools now came with pigtail cords
and plastic replaced nickel chrome parts. Well 1830s
plane makers faced the same dilemma.

A very rare, complex molder by Monjoy in excellent
condition. I was able to determine that he fought in
the Continental Army in the Revolutionary War and
resided in Trenton from 1795 to 1828. His 1820 pension application states that he was a carpenter.
Pair of T. Tileston of Boston very complex molding planes.
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CRAFTS April 7th Presentation
Preparation and planning: the secret to
successful performance
By Ivan Raupp
Glen
Guarano
entertained and enlightened members of
CRAFTS at the April
7th meeting in High
bridge. The weather
was spectacular with
clear skies and temperatures approaching 70 degrees. This
was a big help for
Glen and his apprentice, Peter, as they
unloaded many pieces of spectacular furniture into the Masonic Hall for display and discussion during the meeting.
Glen is a very talented furniture maker. He has a
long and successful career teaching high school students
and creating uniquely designed pieces of furniture to
meet the specific requests of his customers. He has been
featured in many exhibitions and has won prestigious
prizes on several occasions.
Glen is a “man with a plan”. Each piece of furniture
that he creates it planned meticulously. It is no accident
that he is so successful. He has developed a set of practical standards to guide his work.
The first relates to dimensions. For example, when
designing a table, he first establishes the height of the
chairs that will go under it. He also calculates the size of
the space that the table is intended to fit.
Appearance is the next standard. Appearance is developed using an iterative approach that uses sketches.
Elevations are important in this part of the planning.
Glen sketches and improves his sketches until he is
pleased with the harmony conveyed by the design. The
final sketch is reviewed with the client and modified if
necessary. Not one tool is lifted until the perfect harmony
of the design is achieved.
Style is a third standard. Glen is partial to curves. He
usually avoids right angles and straight lines. He likes the
“Asian interpretation”. He views his design from multiple perspectives, always looking to reveal the natural
sculpture inherent in the material. He is also a music lover and may challenge himself to complete a part of the
design in a set number of songs. This may help overcome
“analysis paralysis”. Just as “repeating patterns” are essential for good music repeating patterns in furniture design are also important.
Selecting correct material is the fourth standard.
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A table by Glen that he named “Harmony” made with
Shedua & Curly Maple wood.

The components of a piece of furniture must match.
Again, the idea is to create a harmonious construction. If
the legs of a table do not match, the harmony may be
disrupted, and the viewer’s eye may become distracted.
“Continuity of material” is an important part of material
selection. If veneer is used it should be applied so that it
looks like it grew there. Each piece must match smoothly. There is an important practical issue here as well.
Nice wood is expensive, and it should be used where it
counts! Veneer is a good way to put the good wood
where it belongs. Glen described veneering methods and
glues that he uses to apply the veneer. He also reminded
us of the iterative process that he uses to challenge his
work and to revise it as he goes along, even after the final
sketch is complete. So, the key is to release the sculpture
from the material and to maximize the harmony of form
that he desires.
Table building offers a big opportunity to be creative
where the legs join the top. Glen demonstrated several
very innovative approaches. One table had legs joined to
top like a Chinese puzzle with beautiful intricate pieces
joined with wedges. The complexity of the joints was
both interesting and practical. Glen’s glass topped table
was joined to the legs with pins which were drilled
through the glass top. The top was very secure, but it
looked like it was floating on the legs.
Glen described several techniques for joining furniture
elements. These included metal mechanical fasteners

A table made of Swiss pear wood that Glen calls
“Reclining Figure”

which are available from numerous suppliers. He also
emphasized the desirability of hand dovetailed joinery
where it is appropriate. So, selecting the best properties
of the old joinery and new joinery lead to the optimum
solution.
Glen showed us some very interesting decorative
work that he has done. Included was work that he did
with stone inlay. The colorful stone added a contrast to
a table that made it interesting and unique. Decoration
does not end here. Glen has recipes that he has perfected to make custom finishes that are also unique. He
described a formulation he makes to ebonize wood.
Place steel wool in a Mason jar, add white vinegar, let
it set for three days. Brush it on the wood. After it is,
dry brush off the residue. Oak and maple ebonize well.

A Walnut carved table Glen calls “Alexandra”

Glen took a stream of questions from CRAFTS
members as he was presenting. Here are a few of the
gems of wisdom that he shared with us:
 Scarf joints are good to blend two pieces of wood.
Good milling is a critical success factor to good joining.
 Know what you do well, use others for what you
don’t do well.
 Promise yourself that if you can do something to
make a better product that you will do it.
 Think “out of the box”. If you are unsure of the
structural strength of a design, test it.
 Building models of your furniture ideas ¼ scale
will help you sell.
 Air dry your own wood if you can.
 Cleaving your stock is a good way to get the grain
that you are looking for.
 If a tree falls through the roof of your shop, take
“sweet revenge” by making furniture out of it!

Glen thank you for a great presentation!
You can see Glen’s work at:
http://www.guarinofurnituredesigns.com/

WANT ADS
Help With Tool Collections - I can assist you with tool collection. Finding buyers for your tools., total shop cleanouts. Call Bob Garay (973) 398
-5875 or email- takeadip@optonline.net.
Authentic Tools for traditional trades – jane@shorthillstudio.com
www.TimelessToolsandTreasures.com - 603-588-2603
Need Help disposing of your tools or home items? Entire or partial house
clean-outs available. Call Steve Zluky at 908-534-2710.
JIMBODETOOLS.COM – The largest antique tool website on earth
buying and selling fine antique tools. Call Jim at 518-537-8665 or email
jim@jimbodetools.com.
The Tool Exchange –Australia’s home of fine old tools for sale. Our
website has over 18,000 photos of tools. We ship to over 30 countries.
www.toolexchange.com.au
WV Tools: CRAFTS member and eBay seller concentrating on bitstock
tools and more.
Check Out – Tom Lamond’s yesteryearstools.com, an internet magazine
on hand tools, their makers and their markings.
Wanted - Bell System tools and electrician’s pliers. Ted Davidson 609731-6915
Antique Tool Restoration - John Porritt, Spencertown, NY. 518-3920603, email - PORRITT3@GMAIL.COM
Whitney House Antiques Tool Shop - Antique & user quality tools for
sale - Lafayette Mill Antique Center, Lafayette, NJ www.whitneyhousetoolshop.com
Wanted - Stanley rules in Very Good to Fine condition: Nos. 4, 14(6",
2f), 59, 70, 76, 77, 78. Stew May, 201-907-0823
Wanted - Better planes by Grant, Marley, Alford, J.Stiles, SE Jones,
C.Allen, Tobey, Oothoudt, Jamain, Douglass. E.Baldwin Call -,Joe
Hauck, 908-236-2072.

Steve Zluky honored For Work With CRAFTS Auction
At the recent CRAFTS auction held in April, Steve Zluky was
honored by the CRAFTS Directors for 40 years working with the
auction, most of them as Auction Manager. It was only fitting that
he was presented with a symbolic auctioneers gavel, and that when
struck it meant that the item
was sold for the “Hammer
Price”. Steve started helping with the early CRAFTS
auctions starting in 1980
also run by Harry O’Niel,
Herb Kean & Chuck Grannick.
CRAFTS auction
is one of the most well respected auctions run by all
volunteers and this can be
contributed to Steve’s leadership as Auction Manager
over the many years.
Thanks Steve.
Steve with the gavel he was presented.
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D’Elia
Antique Tool Museum

The D’Elia Antique Tool Museum is located in Scotland, Connecticut, and has on display Andrew D’Elia’s Collection of Antique Woodworking Hand Planes.
Andy’s extensive collection has many examples of patented planes from
1820 to 1940 featuring inventors such as Knowles, Holly, Loughborough, L.
Bailey, Rodier, Worrall, and many other rare inventors. All of the antique
planes were acquired by Andrew D’Elia over the last 35 years. The collection consists of rare Stanley, Sargent, Connecticut plane makers, and a number of Dutch and English planes.
Also on display is a collection of rare 18th century wooden planemakers
such as F. Nicholson, Chelor, I. Nicholson, I. Jones, Jo. Fuller, Jn. Tower,
and others.
The collection of patented planes is probably the most ever assembled in
one place. A number of the patented planes are represented in great depth. A
visit to the D’Elia Antique Tool Museum gives one the opportunity to study
a large number of woodworking planes all in one location.
Contact Andy for a scheduled visit and bring a friend or two 21 Brook Road, Scotland, CT
Web: http://www.deliatoolmuseum.com
phone - (860) 423-2016
email - delia@snet.net.
TOOL EVENTS
June 29 - July 7– Kutztown Folk Festival, 70th Annual Kutztown
Fair Grounds, PA www.kutztownfestival.com
June 30 - M-WTCA Area P Meet, Adamstown, PA, 2800 North
Reading Road, Don Stark, Starkcd@aol.com, 717-367-5207.
July 19 - 21 – Jacktown 48TH Annual Antique Gas Engine &
Tractor Show, Bangor, PA. www.jacktown.org. Many CRAFTS
members set up & sell at this event.
July 18-20 – MJD Tools Open House, Listed Auction, Avoca,
NY. Martin Donnelly. www.mjdtools.com, 800-869-0695. It is
the “Woodstock” of tool events.
Aug. 14-17 Rough & Tumble Thresherman's Reunion, Most
Complete Steam and Gas Show in the East, Kinzers, PA. https://
roughandtumble.org/
Sep. 8 – Crafts Annual Picnic, Ivan Raupp - Ivanraupp@aol.com
Members set up & sell for free at tailgating event in AM. Tool
displays with antique tools awards for displays.
Sept. 13&14 – Donnelly Antique Tool Auction, Nashua, NH
www.mjdtools.com, 800-869-0695.
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